SCA8 in the Spanish population including one homozygous patient.
Controversial data have been reported about SCA8 since its description in 1999. The most accepted hypothesis is that CTG expansions within the CTA/CTG combined repeat expansion in the SCA8 locus causes SCA8. It is inherited as a dominant trait with reduced penetrance. The present study, reports the first data regarding SCA8 in the Spanish population and the clinical findings in patients carrying expanded alleles, including one homozygous patient. Two hundred and forty-six individuals from the Spanish population, including controls (149) and ataxic patients (97), were studied. DNA was extracted from blood samples using standard methods. Amplification of the CTA/CTG 3'untranslated region was achieved by PCR using primers SCA8-F3 and SCA8-R4 and conditions described previously. Neurological reevaluation was done in individuals carrying the expanded allele. We detected five unrelated expanded alleles corresponding to three affected patients (one of them homozygous) and one healthy individual. SCA8 represents 4% of the total dominant spinocerebellar ataxias studied in our group (Spanish population) (three index patients out of 75 dominant ataxic independent nucleus). The patient that resulted homozygous for the expansion is a 25-year-old man with a clinical picture of progressive ataxia and dysarthria that began at the age of 12. On neurological examination, he showed ataxia, slight dysarthria and nystagmus to the extreme lateral gaze. A cranial MRI showed global atrophy of cerebellum but the brainstem was spared. Family history showed the presence of ataxia in his grandfather and father. His mother is healthy at the age of 52 and a molecular study of SCA8 reveals one allele that could be considered as premutated. She has no ataxia antecedents in her family. Our results provide additional information about the SCA8 expansion, within the Spanish population. These results are in agreement with the hypothesis of the CTG expansion in the SCA8 locus being responsible for the SCA8 ataxia showing reduced penetrance. Besides homozygous status, advancing age at onset (as previously described for other SCAs) supports this idea.